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QUESTION 1

Your company has a hybrid cloud infrastructure. 

Data and applications are moved regularly between cloud environments. 

The company\\'s on-premises network is managed as shown in the following exhibit. 

You are designing security operations to support the hybrid cloud infrastructure. The solution must meet the following
requirements: 

1. 

Govern virtual machines and servers across multiple environments. 

2. 

Enforce standards for all the resources across all the environments by using Azure Policy. 

Which two components should you recommend for the on-premises network? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. on-premises data gateway 

B. Azure VPN Gateway 
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C. guest configuration in Azure Policy 

D. Azure Arc 

E. Azure Bastion 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: Azure Policy\\'s guest configuration feature provides native capability to audit or configure operating system settings
as code, both for machines running in Azure and hybrid Arc-enabled machines. The feature can be used directly per-
machine, or at-scale orchestrated by Azure Policy. 

Configuration resources in Azure are designed as an extension resource. You can imagine each configuration as an
additional set of properties for the machine. Configurations can include settings such as: 

Operating system settings Application configuration or presence Environment settings Configurations are distinct from
policy definitions. Guest configuration utilizes Azure Policy to dynamically assign configurations to machines. 

D: Azure Arc is a bridge that extends the Azure platform to help you build applications and services with the flexibility to
run across datacenters, at the edge, and in multicloud environments. 

Microsoft recently [2019/2020] released Azure Arc, which unlocks new hybrid scenarios for organizations by bringing
new Azure services and management features to any infrastructure. 

By the time of writing this post, the public preview supports the following operating systems: 

Windows Server 2012 R2 and newer 

Ubuntu 16.04 and 18.04 

Register the required Resource Providers in Azure 

First, we need to register the required resource providers in Azure. Therefore, take the following steps: 

Open a browser and navigate to the Azure portal at: https://portal.azure.com/ 

Login with your administrator credentials. 

Open Cloud Shell in the top right menu, and add the following lines of code to register the Microsoft.HybridCompute and
the Microsoft.GuestConfiguration resource providers: 

Register-AzResourceProvider -ProviderNamespace Microsoft.HybridCompute 

Register-AzResourceProvider -ProviderNamespace Microsoft.GuestConfiguration 

This will result in the following output: 
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Note that the resource providers are only registered in specific locations. 

(Networking 

During installation and runtime, the agent requires connectivity to Azure Arc service endpoints. If outbound connectivity
is blocked by the firewall, make sure that the following URLs are not blocked: 

Required Azure service endpoints include: 

Guest Configuration) 

Incorrect: 

Not A, Not B: Connect the on-premises machine to Azure Arc 

To connect the on-premises machine to Azure Arc, we first need install the agent on the on-premises machine (not any
Gateways). 

Not E: Azure Bastion now supports connectivity to Azure virtual machines or on-premises resources via specified IP
address. 

Azure Bastion is a fully managed service that provides more secure and seamless Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) and
Secure Shell Protocol (SSH) access to virtual machines (VMs) without any exposure through public IP addresses. 

Reference: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-developer-community-blog/azure-arc-for-servers-getting-
started/ba-p/1262062 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/manage/hybrid/server/best-practices/arc-policies-
mma 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/concepts/guest-configuration 

 

QUESTION 2

You are creating an application lifecycle management process based on the Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle
(SDL). 
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You need to recommend a security standard for onboarding applications to Azure. The standard will include
recommendations for application design, development, and deployment 

What should you include during the application design phase? 

A. static application security testing (SAST) by using SonarQube 

B. dynamic application security testing (DAST) by using Veracode 

C. threat modeling by using the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool 

D. software decomposition by using Microsoft Visual Studio Enterprise 

Correct Answer: C 

Threat modeling is a core element of the Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). It\\'s an engineering
technique you can use to help you identify threats, attacks, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures that could affect your
application. 

You can use threat modeling to shape your application\\'s design, meet your company\\'s security objectives, and
reduce risk. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: Advantages of Veracode\\'s DAST test solution 

With a blackbox test tool from Veracode, you can: 

Simulate the actions of an actual attacker to discover vulnerabilities not found by other testing techniques. 

Run tests on applications developed in any language – JAVA/JSP, PHP and other engine-driven web applications. 

Provide development and QA teams with a report on critical vulnerabilities along with information that lets them recreate
the flaws. 

Fix issues more quickly with detailed remediation information. 

Develop long-term strategies for improving application security across your software portfolio using guidance and
proactive recommendations from Veracode\\'s expert. 

Not D: SonarQube is a leading automatic code review tool to detect bugs, vulnerabilities and code smells in your code.
Using Static Application Security Testing (SAST) you can do an analysis of vulnerabilities in your code, also known as 

white-box testing to find about 50% of likely issues. 

Reference: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/securityengineering/sdl/threatmodeling 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company plans to deploy several Azure App Service web apps. The web apps will be deployed to the West Europe
Azure region. The web apps will be accessed only by customers in Europe and the United States. 

You need to recommend a solution to prevent malicious bots from scanning the web apps for vulnerabilities. The
solution must minimize the attach surface. 
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What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. Azure Firewall Premium 

B. Azure Traffic Manager and application security groups 

C. Azure Application Gateway Web Application Firewall (WAF) 

D. network security groups (NSGs) 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 Application security groups enable you to configure network security as a natural extension of an application\\'s
structure, allowing you to group virtual machines and define network security policies based on those groups. You can
reuse your security policy at scale without manual maintenance of explicit IP addresses. The platform handles the
complexity of explicit IP addresses and multiple rule sets, allowing you to focus on your business logic. 

*

 Azure Traffic Manager is a DNS-based traffic load balancer. This service allows you to distribute traffic to your public
facing applications across the global Azure regions. Traffic Manager also provides your public endpoints with high
availability and quick responsiveness. 

Traffic Manager uses DNS to direct the client requests to the appropriate service endpoint based on a traffic-routing
method. Traffic manager also provides health monitoring for every endpoint. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: Azure Application Gateway Web Application Firewall is too small a scale solution in this scenario. 

Note: Attacks against a web application can be monitored by using a real-time Application Gateway that has Web
Application Firewall, enabled with integrated logging from Azure Monitor to track Web Application Firewall alerts and
easily 

monitor trends. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/application-security-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/traffic-manager/traffic-manager-overview https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/security/benchmark/azure/baselines/app-service-security-baseline 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a Microsoft 365 subscription that syncs with Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS). 

You need to define the recovery steps for a ransomware attack that encrypted data in the subscription. The solution
must follow Microsoft Security Best Practices. 

What is the first step in the recovery plan? 

A. From Microsoft Defender for Endpoint, perform a security scan. 

B. Recover files to a cleaned computer or device. 
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C. Contact law enforcement. 

D. Disable Microsoft OneDrive sync and Exchange ActiveSync. 

Correct Answer: D 

The following containment steps can be done concurrently as new threat vectors are discovered. 

Step 1: Assess the scope of the situation 

Which user accounts were compromised? 

Which devices are affected? Which applications are affected? Step 2: Preserve existing systems 

*

 Disable all privileged user accounts except for a small number of accounts used by your admins to assist in resetting
the integrity of your AD DS infrastructure. If a user account is believed to be compromised, disable it immediately. 

*

 Isolate compromised systems from the network, but do not shut them off. 

*

 Etc. 

Note: 

With OneDrive, you can sync files between your computer and the cloud, so you can get to your files from anywhere -
your computer, your mobile device, and even through the OneDrive website at OneDrive.com. 

ActiveSync is a client protocol that lets users synchronize their Exchange mailbox with a mobile device. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/incident-response-playbook-dart-ransomware-approach 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company has a third-party security information and event management (SIEM) solution that uses Splunk and
Microsoft Sentinel. 

You plan to integrate Microsoft Sentinel with Splunk. 

You need to recommend a solution to send security events from Microsoft Sentinel to Splunk. 

What should you include in the recommendation? 

A. a Microsoft Sentinel data connector 

B. Azure Event Hubs 

C. a Microsoft Sentinel workbook 

D. Azure Data Factory 
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Correct Answer: A 

Microsoft Sentinel Add-On for Splunk allows Azure Log Analytics and Microsoft Sentinel users to ingest security logs
from Splunk platform using the Azure HTTP Data Collector API. Reference: https://splunkbase.splunk.com/app/5312/ 
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